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The paper describes benefits and limitations of diagnostic pathways from a the abuse of their primarily medical
intentions for mere economic purposes. pathways as a strategy for improving care: problems and potential.

However, if no sensitive troponin is available e. Guidelines, protocols, and care pathways developed by
professional societies and other groups are common in American hospitals and health plans, where they are
used for quality improvement and cost control. Clin Lab ; â€” These disparate sentiments and the growing
awareness of their limitations and harms have done little to stem the rapid promulgation of guidelines around
the world see box. When the task is sufficiently constrained and when there is sufficient time to train the
system, natural language processing systems can extract Page Share Cite Suggested Citation:"5 Technology
and Tools in the Diagnostic Process. The tests, typically in the form of small strips, work by producing color
change in a solution: the intensity of the color which is produced determines the concentration of that solution.
Guidelines offer a remedy, making it more likely that patients will be cared for in the same manner regardless
of where or by whom they are treated. Acknowledgments The authors wish to thank Prof. A comparable
initiative exists in Australia for diagnostic imaging pathways www. Although it has been shown in rigorous
evaluations that clinical practice guidelines can improve the quality of care, 7 , 8 whether they achieve this in
daily practice is less clear. J Lab Med ;â€”7. Share: FULL STORY A recently-developed mobile phone
application could make monitoring conditions such as diabetes, kidney disease, and urinary tract infections
much clearer and easier for both patients and doctors, and could eventually be used to slow or limit the spread
of pandemics in the developing world. Indeed, clinicians may first learn about new guidelines or be reminded
of oversights when patients ask about recommendations or treatment options. Improving Diagnosis in Health
Care. In many cases, the biggest bottleneck is lack of IT support. Diagnostics have a decisive impact on the
continuum of care and on early diagnosis when it comes to: Screening for disease prevention; Diagnosis at an
early disease stage, when symptoms are just beginning to appear; Diagnosis and patient prognosis, particularly
of infectious diseases to identify the causative agent and determine its resistance profile to antibiotics;
Treatment decisions and treatment monitoring. J Eval Clin Pract ;â€”8. Laboratory decision trees must be
developed in close and prudent collaboration between laboratory and clinical physicians, in order to achieve
the highest possible quality of evidence in the respective clinical setting. The massive guideline industry in
America has created special problems such as information overload. The old fashioned way to keep all data
about the patient is use of paper medical records that are placed in family medicine office. Such an initiative
can serve as an integral part of total quality management and internal quality assurance. Conflicting guidelines
from different professional bodies can also confuse and frustrate practitioners. Reflex and reflective testing:
efficiency and effectiveness of adding on laboratory tests. Every day, clinical decisions at the bedside, rules of
operation at hospitals and clinics, and health spending by governments and insurers are being influenced by
guidelines. This may provoke the abuse of their primarily medical intentions for mere economic purposes.
Along the entire production chain, industry uses these quality control tools to help ensure the safety of
products such as infant formula and vaccines, thus contributing to the protection of consumer health.
Conclusions and outlook Diagnostic pathways, if adequately generated and implemented, undoubtedly ensure
that patients receive the laboratory test results at the best level of evidence. Overcoming such challenges by
developing accessible diagnostics could reduce the burden of disease on health care workers. Table 1 Ten
major benefits of diagnostic pathways. Diagnostic pathways can also help to integrate the laboratory more
closely in the medical and administrative process of the hospital, which will boost the effectiveness of medical
services with respect to DRG requirements. Fit Within Clinical Workflow The diagnostic process is not a
single task, but rather a series of tasks that involve multiple people across the health care continuum. In these
cases, diagnostic pathways can fill the gap on a local basis, by seeking for consensus among laboratory and
clinical experts while respecting evidence, personnel, technical as well as economic resources. The tenth
revision of ICD is contained in three books 21 : The tabular list with the classification on three- and four
character level, by the classification of morphology of the neoplasm, with special tabular list of the morbidity
and definitions and regulation of nomenclature Instruction for use and Alphabetic index. Referral guidelines
can shift patients from one specialty to another. American Diabetes Association. The physician enters the
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information on paper and after that this paper family record is placed in archive and is not available for patient
at any remote location. In contrast to guidelines, they are not universally valid but need to be adapted to local
requirements and resources. Although historically most British guidelines have derived from consensus
conferences or expert opinion, there is growing interest in using explicit methods to develop evidence based
guidelines. The health care provider institutions such as hospitals are subjects that should facilitate
implementation of medical applications that follows the patient medical condition and facts connected with
him.


